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Theological Responses to the Concepts of
Democracy and Human Rights:The Case of
Contem porary Indonesian Muslim Intellectuals
Abstraksi: Hampir sernua pemerinuh di dunia, tumasuk y ang otoriter
sekali pun, mengkkim bahua sistem politik mereka ddalah demokrasi.
Narnun, idak semuapemerintah di Dunia Islarn menerima sistem ini.
Di kzkngan 'ukma dan intelektual Muslim sendiri terdapat perbedaan
pendapat tentang sistem dan konsE demokrasi ini. Pada unTumnyd
kelompok Muslirn rnodernis rnenerinTa sistem ini, karena ia dinilai
k ompatibel dengan Iskm, sedanghan kelompok Muslim'fundamentalis"
dan sebagian Muslim konseruatif rneno lak sistem ini, kzrena ia dianggap
meniadakan kedaukan Tuhan.
Di kin pihak, di anara pengdxrlat, ada yang meniki bahwa klam
tidak kompatibel dengan demokrasi, kzrena Iskm itu suatu agama yang
berdasarkan pad,a kepercayaan kepada Tuhan, sedangkan dcrnokrasi
didasarkan pada paharn sekular., Beberapa di antara mereka bahkan
rnmgatakan bahua hlarn itu anti-nsis tuhadap demokras| sryti wlihat
dakm ketidaksamaan kedudukan antaraMuslirn dan non-Muslim dan
antarauaniadcngan pria Namun, Banyak juga di anuramerekayang
mengakui akan kompatibilitas kkm dengan demokrasi.
Diskusi tentdng demokrasi juga terjadi di Indonesia, yang mayoritas
penduduknya (88 prosen)beragama kkrn. Memang sudah banyak studi
tentang demokrasi Indonesia, tetapi studi-studi itu umumnya
menekankan pada aspek sosiologis dan yuridis. Sebaliknya, studi yang
akan dikemukakan ini lebih rnenekankan pada aspek teologis (skm),
yang diungkapkan oleh intelektual Muslim Indonesia. Penekanan pada
aspek uologis ini tidak kalah putingnya dni pada aEek sosiohgis, kmma
sebma.rnya wdapat hubungan timbal balik anura aspek soiologis dmgan
aspek teologis ini.
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Semua intelektual Muslim Indoneia mmerimd istem demokrasi, dan
bahkz.n mendukungnyd sebagai sistem ydng hdrus dipraktikkan dakm
masyarakat Iskm. Dalam hal ini, meskipun ada beberapa intelektual
Muslirn yang bisa memahami pendapat yang meniki anti-tesis antd.rd.
nilai-nilai Iskrn dengan niki-nilai demokras| tetapi mereka melihat
kompatibilitas antma Islarn dengan furnokrasi ini, baik dari segi doknin
rndupun sejarah. Secara utnum dukungan mereka terhadap demokrasi
ini didasarkan pad.a fun alasan. Pqama, nilai-niki demokrasi itu sejalan
dengan nilai-nilai Islarn dalam kebidupan sosial, terutamd prinsip
musyaa)drdh (al-Qur'hn 3: 159, 42: 38). Kedua, sistem demokrasi
merupakan cdrd yang tepat untuk mengaftikulasikan aspirasi Iskrn,
harena umdt Isldm di Indonesia dddlah mayoritas, sedanghan demakrasi
mengandung pengertian pemerintahan mayoritas (major rule).
Di samping itu, intelektual Muslim juga memperkuat dukungan
terhad,ap dcmokrasi dengan argumentasi historis. Menurut rnereka, cikal
bakal rnetodc demokrasi dakm sQarah Iskm sudah rnuncul sejak rnasa
Nabi, yakni ketika Nabi menerima pendapat mayorias sahabat yang
mengusulkan dgur menghadapi musuh di luar koa. Demikian pula,
pmriliban Abu fukar sebagai khalifah pertama juga dikksanakan melalui
musyauarah para sahabat secara demokratis. Praktik al-KhulafA' al
Rasyid0n yang demikian inilah yangmenunjukkan bahwa Islam telah
menj aknkan kebidupan po litik modern,
Dakrn diskursus tentang demokrasi ini, intelektual Muslim juga
membicarakzn tentang persoakn bak-hak asasi manusia yang secard
historis merupakan akar bagi munculnya dcmokrasi. Berbeda dengan
ide demohrasi yang masib diperdebatkan di dunia Iskrn, sernua uhma
dan intelzktual Muslim menywjui idc bak-hak asasi manu.sia ini, karena
secara esensial bak-hak asasi rnanusia ini sudah diakui oleh kkm sejak
awal, nteskipun dari segi istilah rnuhi populer di kakngan dunia Iskm
sejak abad ini. Hal ini disebabkan karena pada umumnya ajaran dgdmd
itu lebih menekankan pada keuajiban dari pad.a bak. Dakm kkm
keutajiban menjadi aspek aktif dari peristiua, sedanghan hak rnenjadi
aspekpasifuya.
Persoakn yang sering muncul adalah bagaimana mekksanakan bak-
hak asasi manusia ini dakrn rnasyarakat hkrn, Maka pada 1990 negara-
negara Muslim yang tergabung dalam Organisasi Konferensi Iskm
rnengeluarkan T,airo Declaration of Human Rights in hlam", setelah
sekma 13 tahun mendiskusikan masalah ini di anarapdra angotanyd-
Dengan dcmikian, terdapat dua deklnasi bagi ma.syarakat Iskm, yakni;
Deklarasi Kairo di atas daa \Jniversal Declaration of Human Rights".
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Introduction
ne of the modern political systems frequently discussed in
Muslim countries is the term "democracy". This term has
been accepted by almost all governments in the world; even
authoritarian governments use the attribute "democratic" to charac-
terize their regimes and their aspirations. One result has been a pro-
liferation of terms using the word "democracy" and a corresponding
change in the word's original meaning to produce terms, such as "lib-
eral democracy", "guided democracy", "popular democracy", "socialist
democracy", and so on.1 Such altered usages are partly intended to
bring the concept of democracy closer to the cuhures of certain soci-
eties and partly intended to justify political sysrems promoted by
certain governments. Of course, there remains a basic concept of de-
mocracy as well as certain minimal condirions which musr be ful-
filled by a democratic system. Today the term "democracy" and the
democratization proces are becoming international themes, especially
since the collapse of the socialist regimes in Eastern Europe. Samuel
P. Huntington calls the present process of democratization in the
world "democracy's third wave" which has been under way since
tg7+.2
In the context of Muslim countries, many Islamologists, social
scientists, journalists and Muslim scholars themselves have observed
and discussed the affinity between Islam and democracy. Most gov-
ernments in Muslim countries claim that their political sysrems are
moving toward democratization, although each of them interprets it
with a different way. The Saudi governmenr is one of the few gov-
ernments in the Muslim countries that openly reiects the democratic
system, because, according to King nahd, it is not suitable for rhe
Saudi people.s Meanwhile, there have in fact been various responses
among the 'ulaml,' (lr4uslim religious scholars), Muslim intellectuals
and activists to the term and to the concept of democracy. In general
it can be said that the so-called "fundamenralist Muslims" and some
conservative Muslims reject democracy, because this concept means
negation of Allah's sovereignty over men, and the term does not origi-
nate from Islamic vocabulary.a Conversely, Muslim modernists sup-
port it, because it is compatible with Islamic values, especially the
concept of. shfirh.s
In fact the increasing participation of Islamic movements in the
democratic process in the late 1980s and 1990s is continuing to make
inroads into the centers of power. Such a tendency brings into focus
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the question of the compatibility of Islam and democracy, in particu-
lar because the latter is based on secularism, while the former is a
religion based on the belief in God. John L. Esposito and James P.
Piscatori have observed that both the principle of democracy and the
process of democratization are subjects of vigorous debate among
Muslims. For others, Islamic values and democratic values are inher-
ently antithetical, as seen in issues such as inequality between believ-
ers and non-believers, and between men and women. Nevertheless,
they also note that, whereas some Muslim radicals reject any form of
parliamentary democracy as a form of Westernization and incom-
mensurate with local traditions, many, if not most, Islamic intellec-
tuals and activists have tried to come to terms with democratic ideas
and processes. Moreover, in attempting to carry out their political
programs, the Islamic movements in manyMuslim countries, such as
in Algeria (currently subject to a government restriction), EWpt,
Jordan, Pakistan and Tunisia, have seen the utility of workingwithin
the political system, and they have successfully contested parliamen-
tary seats and held cabinet positions.6
In accordance with the international trend toward democratiza-
tion, the concept of democracy has, over the past few years, been a
subject of intense discussion, far more so than in the preceding pe-
riod. There have also been several studies on democracy in Indone-
sia, but most of them are from sociological and legal perspectives. No
special study has been carried out from a theological perspective. In
the Indonesian context, where the majority (88 percent) of the popu-
lation are Muslim, a study from a theological perspective is impor-
tant because, according to Max Weber's theory, the structure and
actions of a social group are derived from its commitment to a par-
ticular belief system, from which the goals, standards of behavior
and legitimacy (and, ultimately, the power) of the authorities derive.T
In fact, although Islam is not mentioned in the Indonesian Consti-
tution, it has a significant role in the social and political life of this
country. Since the establishment of the first Islamic Kingdom in In-
donesia at the end of the thirteenth century, Islam has become one of
the sources for the formation of values, norms and behavior of the
Indonesian people. In the period of Dutch colonial rule it helped to
maintain, sustain and even symbolize the identity and distinctiveness
of the Indonesian people as well as its opposition to foreign Dutch
colonial rule.8In modern day Indonesia, it has maintained its func-
tion as a standard of morality and behavior for the Muslim commu-
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nity. It is one of the important inputs in the process of public policy-
making, and even a giver of legitimacy to the process of political
development, particularly regardingprincipal matters such as the basis
of the state philosophy as well as power and'authority.e Vithout
legitimacy from Islam, the process of political development or na-
tional development in general would not run effpctively. This means
that although the process of political development in most other coun-
tries tends to run in line with the process of secularization, in Indo-
nesia this process cannot ignore the prevailing religious orientation.l0
This theological perspective is explored through the responses of
Muslim intellectuals to the concept of democracy. The Muslim intel-
lectuals referred to here are those who express systematic ideas in
responding to social and societal problems, while being committed
to Islamic values in the life of the society and nation. The word "re-
sponses" here indicates that democracy originated not from the Is-
lamic civilization, but from another civilization.
Concepts of Democracy and Human Rights
Literally, democracy means rule by the people, from the Greek
dernos (peopie) and kratos (rule). Historically, the term "democracy"
has been known since the fifth century 8.C., initially as a response to
the bad experiences of monarchy and dictatorship in the city-states
of ancient Greece. In that time democracy was practised as a system
in which the whole citizen body formed the legislature. This was
made possible by the fact that a city-state's population rarely exceeded
10,000 people and that women and children as well as slaves enjoyed
no political rights. There was no separation of powers, and all offi-
cialswere fully accountable to the popular assemblywhich was quali-
fied to act in executive 
"nd judicial as well as legislative matters.llModern democratic ideas were shaped to a large extent by the
ideas and institutions of the enlightenment tradition which began in
the sixteenth century. These were the ideas of secularism initiated by
Niccolo Machiavelli (1469-1527), the idea of state conrract by Tho-
mas Hobbes (1588-1679), the ideas of state consrirurion and liberal-
ism, as well as the separation of power into legislative, executive and
federal bodies by John Locke {1632-t704), completed by Baron de
Montesquieu (1689-1755) with his idea of the separation of power
into legislative, executive and judicial bodies, and the ideas of popu-
lar sovereignty and social contract introduced by Jean-Jaeques
Rousseau (17 t2- 177 8) .1? Althou gh with diffe rent inte rp retati o ns, t h ere
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existed great similarities on the ideas of secularism and natural righrs.
Those ideas were resDonses to the absolute monarchies at the end of
the medieval period in European history, which had replaced the
church authority (theocracy). Democracy in its present day form
started to emerge with the American revolution in 7776 followed by
the French revolution in 1789.
As mentioned earlier, the term "democracy" has today been ac-
cepted by almost all governments in the world, even authoritarian
governments use the term "democratic" to characterize their regimes
and their aspirations. The term, therefore, has several senses in the
contemporary usage, including in the view of liberal democracy it-
self, as can be seen in the following definitions :
1. The definition most commonly used by social scientists is that of
Joseph A. Schumpeter in his book, Capiulism, Socialism and De-
mocrdq): "the democratic merhod is that insritutional arrange-
ment for arriving at political decisions in which individuals ac-
quire the power to decide by means of a competitive struggle for
the people's vote".1l
2. Sidney Hook in the Enqtclopaedia Americana defines: "Democ-
racy is form of government in which the major decisions of gov-
ernment 
-or the direction of policy behind this decisions- restdirectly or indirectly on the freely given consent of majority of
the adults governed".la
3. Philippe C. Schmitter and TerryLynn Karl in their article, "Vhat
Democracy is...and is nor", define political democracy as'a sys-
tem of governance in which rulers are held accountable for their
actions in the public realm by citizens, acring indirectly through
the competition and cooperarion of their elected representatives".15
These three definitions imply that democracy consisrs of the ele-
ments of : majority rule, popular vore, free elections and accountabil-
ity. This means that in its contemporary usage, democracy is defined
more pragmatically than philosophically. In the enlightenment pe-
riod democracy was defined firstly in a more philosophical manner,
namely by the idea of popular sovereignry as against the sovereignty
of God claimed by the priesthood (theocracy) and as against rhe sov-
ereignty of a monarch. Besides these definirions, there also exist con-
cepts of democracy promoted by the Communisr srares and Third
World countries, including the Muslim counrries. These conceprs
are intended either to justify a government's policy or to adjust the
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democratic concept to the indigenous values and culture of a certain
nation. Nevertheless, there are certain criteria of democracy which
must be fulfilled by a democratic system. Robert A. Dahl points out
seven such criteria that must exist in the democratic system :
1. Control over government decisions about policy is constitution-
ally vested in elected officials.
2. Elected officials are chosen in frequent and fairly conducted elec-
tions in which coercion is comparatively uncommon.
3. Practically all adults have the right to vote in the election of offi-
crars.
4. Practically all adults have the right to run for elective offices in
the government, though age limits may be higher for holding of-
fice than for the suffrage.
5. Citizens have a right to express themselves without the danger of
severe punishment on political matters broadly defined, includ-
ing criticism of officials, the government, the regime, the socio-
economic order, and the prevailing ideology.
6. Citizens have a right to seek out alternative sources of informa-
tion. Moreover, alternative sources of information exist and are
protected by law.
7. To achieve their various rights, including those listed above, citi-
zens also have a right to form relatively independent associations
or organizations, including independent political parties and in-
terest groups.16
Today the term "democracy" for many people is considered to be
a word implying many values, struggle for freedom and a better way
of life. It is not only a method of majority rule through the popular
participation and free competition, but also consists of universal val-
ues, especially equality, freedom and pluralism, although their op-
erational concepts can be variable according to a certain country's
cultural condition. Democracy's existence is also connected with the
existence of human rights. Philippe C. Schmitter and Terry Lynn
Karl even characterize democracy as not "autocratic, authoritarian,
despotic, dictatorial, tyrannical, totalitarian, absolutist, traditional,
monarchic, oligarchic, plutocratic, aristocratic, and sultanistic".lz This
also means that democracy is related not only to its formal institu-
tions, but also to the existence of its values in social and political life.
Democracy and human rights are interrelated with each other.
Democracy cannot exist without the existence of human rights, and
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human rights generally cannot exist without democracy.18In the his-
tory of political theory, democracy derived from the ideas of human
rights, and human rights derived from the ideas of natural rights.
Natural rights have often been linked to the concept of natural law,
as introduced by John Locke (1632-1705).1e In the traditional doc-
trine, rights were always asserted defensively against invasions of the
individual's private interests, especially those committed by the state.
In the theory of limited government, which always accompanied the
doctrine of natural rights, the state was morally forbidden to cross
the boundary lines, around the individual, established by these rights.
According to Locke, the state was not the creator of individual rights,
but was to be committed to their enforcement which were consid-
ered as inalienable.r In today's world rights are not merely asserted
defensively against state action, but are interpreted as legitimate claims
on government to satisfy human needs. lVhereas traditional rights
were called the "negative" rights, such as the right to life, to free
expression, to property, right of free association, and so on; the new
rights are called the "positive" rights or economic and social rights,
such as the right to medical care, to a minimum wage and to holidays
with pay, and so on.21
The protection of those rights was also developed in the Declara-
tion of Independence of the United States in 1776: "... that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator by certain
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pur-
suit of Happiness...". These rights were also expressed in the Declara-
tion of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen (Declaration des Droits
de I'Homme at du Citoyen) in 7789,n with the popular slogan : libertd
(liberty), 4galitd (equality) and fraterniti (fraterniry). At this same ep-
och, the American people adopted their Constitution. It contained
an important safeguard of liberty, which was in 7791 completed by
the Bill of Righm, the first 10 Amendments to the Constitution.r
The idea of human rights was defined as :
the idea that there are certain rights which, whether or not they are
recognized, belong to all human beings at all times and in all places. These
are the rights which they have solely in virtue of being human, irespective
of nationaliry, religion, sex, social srarus, occupation, wealth, properry, or
any other differentiating ethnic, culrural or social characteristic.2a
F{uman rights, which are basically moral and not political, be-
came a subject of importance once again after the second'World 'War
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with the birth of the Universal Declaration of Fluman Rights on
December 10, 1948, supported by the members of the United Na-
tions. Since that time the concept of human rights has been expanded,
and concerns not only traditional civil rights, but also economic and
social rights. The United Nations agreed to these expanded rights in
7966 wirh the ratification of three covenants, that is, the Interna-
tional Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; the Inter-
national Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Optional
Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
Civil and political rights consist of, for instance, the right to life (ar-
ticle 6), the right to liberty and security of the person (article 9), the
right to equality before the courts and tribunals (article 14), the right
to freedom of thought, conscience and religion (article 18), the right
to hold opinions without interference (article 19), the right to peace-
ful assembly (article 2I) and the right to freedom of association (ar-
ticle 22), and so on. The economic, social and cultural rights consist
of, for instance, the right to work (article 6), the right to form trade
unions (article 8), the right to social security (article 9), the right to
an adequate standard of living for oneself and one's family (article
11), the right to education (article 13), the right to take part in cul-
tural life (article 15), and so on.
Nevertheless, the expansion thereafter ied to controversy, espe-
cially between the liberal state and the socialist state. The liberal state
gave priority to civil and political rights, whereas the socialist or
Communist state gave priority to economic and social rights. The
universal concept of human rights was then spelt out by some Third
\7orld countries, particularly with the aim of adjusting the concept
of human rights appropriately to regional or local conditions and
culture. There thus exist several regional declarations of human rights,
such as the Convention for the Protection of Fluman Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms in 1950 supported by the European coun-
tries united in the Council of Europe, and the African Charter of
Human and People's Rights in 1981. Besides that, there is also the
Cairo Declaration on F{uman Rights in Islam in L990 supported by
the Muslim States united in the Organization of the Islamic Confer-
ence (OIC). Meanwhile, Asia is the only region that still has no'char-
ter of human rights. It is true that in 1983 a Declaration of the Basic
Duties of ASEAN Peooles and Governments was formulated. but it
was organized by the itegional Council of Human Rights in Asia,
not by the ASEAN governments.s In Apri| L993 the governments of
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the Asian States signed "The Bangkok Declaration" which reaffirmed
their commitment to the principles contained in the Charter of the
United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
This declaration was prepared for the Vorld Conference on human
rights held on lune 74-25, L993 in Vienna.
Responses to the Concept of Democracy
Since the beginning of the national resurgence in the early part of
this century, Muslim leaders and intellectuals in Indonesia have re-
sponded to democracy as a system which must be practised in social
and political life. The Sarikat Islam (SI, Islamic Union) in its second
congress (1917) demanded the colonial government to implement a
democratic system. Then in the sessions of the BPUPKI which dis-
cussed the basis of the state and the Indonesian constitution, the
Muslim leaders supported conducting these discussions democrati-
cally. Moreover, during the periods of Parliamentary Democracy and
Guided Democracy, the Islamic parties as well as Muslim intellectu-
als manifested their support of democracy.
Mohammad Natsir, a Chairman of Masyumi (1952-1958), for in-
stance, supported democracy, although he had a distinct interpreta-
tion of democracy. According to him, klam is democratic, in the
sense that Islam is opposed to istibdAd (despotism), absolutism, and
authoritarianism. This does not mean that all matters in the Islamic
polity are decided uponby Majlis Shttrh(Consultative Council). Demo-
cratic decisions are implemented only in the matters not specifically
mentioned in the Shari'ah,so that there is no democratic decision on,
for instance, prohibiting gambling and adultery.26 According to Natsir,
"Islam has its own concept and own characteristics. Islam must not
be 100o/o democratic, and must not be 100o/o autocratic. Islam
is...Islam".z Islam can be a synthesis between democracy and autoc-
racy. Although he was known as a true democrat and supporter of
democracy, Natsir still promoted the sovereignty of God.28 Among
other intellectuals who supported democracy was Z.A. Ahmad. He
was even more progressive than Natsir. \Whereas Natsir promoted
the sovereignty of God, Ahmad accepted popular sovereignty. In an
Islamic state, the people have two rights; firstly, the right to draw up
a constitution, and secondly, the right to elect the head of state. This
idea was based on the Qur'Xn 3:159, translated as "and consult them
(people) in the affairs of the state", the Qur'An 42:38, translated as
"who conduct their government by mutual consuitation among
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them", and the Qur'An 4:59 on the concept itlt al-amr minkum (au-
thorities among yo,i.n
During the period of the New Order, from t966up to 1993, Mus-
lim leaders as well Muslim intellectuals have been advocates of de-
mocracy too. They advocate democracy for two reasons. Firstly,
its values are in accordance with the Islamic values on society. Sec-
ondly, it is an appropriate way to articulate Islamic aspirations and
interests, because Muslims in Indonesia are the majority, while the
democratic system is essentially a system of majority rule. In fact, in
the real democratic system the Muslims have had an advantage, such
as in the debates on the basis of the state in 7945 which bore a com-
promise in the form of the Jakarta Charter. In the 1955 general elec-
tion, although the Islamic political parties did not obtain the major-
ity vote, they were optimistic of getting their point of view accepted
that Islam should be the basis of the state in the debates at the Con-
stituent Assembly in 1956-L958. The supporters of Islam as the basis
of the state in fact gradually increased, but the President finally pro-
mulgated the Decree of July 5,7959 on the return to the 1945 Consti-
tution, and dismissed the Constituent Assembly.r
Theologically the Muslirn intellectuals' acceptance of democracy
is based on the Qur'lnic teachings and the historical practices in the
period of the Prophet and of the Righteous Caliphs (al-Khulaf,i' al-
RAshidfin). Like Muslim intellectuals in other countries who support
democracy, they also base their opinions on the Qur'Xn 32759 :"ua
shiluirhum fi al-amr" (and consult them in affairs) and the Qur'ln
42:38 : "ua amruhum shttrh baynahum" (who conduct their affairs by
mutual consultation). They have their own concept of democracy,
which is not the same as liberal democracy or as socialist democracy.
The older generation of Muslim intellectuals were certainly advo-
cates of democracy, but most of them still continue to recognize the
sovereignty of God; whereas most of the younger generation accept
popular sovereignty in the practical sense, and only a small minority
still cling to the concept of the sovereignty of God. This means that
the younger generation are apt to interpret hlam contextually with
political realism, as will be shown later on.
Ismail Suny is one of those who still cling to the idea of the sover-
eignty of God. According to him, real sovereignty is vested in God,
while popular authority is a sacred trust which must be within the
bounds of Allah's will. Also, popular sovereignty, as understood in
Indonesia too, is essentially the implementation of the sovereignty of
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God by all people as His servants, in which the implemenrarion of
God's orders in social and political life is realized by the people
through their representarives.3l In accordance with Suny, Abdoerraoef
also introduced the notion of the sovereignty of God, and popular
sovereignty merely functions as implemenration of the sovereignty
of God. Abdoerraoef however disagreed with Suny that the sover-
eignty of God, popular sovereignty and legal sovereignty can be
lumped together and that all three are all equal in srarus.32 Abdoerraoef
also did not agree that an Islamic political sysrem is a theocracy which
means that the authority is held by God, and hence the people have
to obey this authority which implies obeying God. He described his
rejection of theocracy by stating that if rhere were a dispute or a war
between two theocratic countries, it would be impossible to decide
which one should be supported, because according ro rhe theory of
theocracy, both of them originated from God.33 Abdoerraoef argued
that the Islamic political sysrem is what today we call a democratic
system. He defined democracy as a system consisting of self-govern-
ment, participatory politics of its members, spiritual freedom and
equality before the law. The first and the second elemenrs are com-
patible with the Qur'lnic injunction, that is, "rhe srate organ is elected
among and by you" (Qur'in 4:59).Y
Meanwhile, Jalaluddin Rahmat sees democracy as a term with
many different meanings. He supports democracy as a concepr for a
political system based on two principles, participatory politics and
human rights. These principles induce the people to parricipare in
public decisions and to prorecr the people's rights, i.e., the right to
free speech, the right to conrrol the authority and the right of equal-
ity before the law. This concept of democracy is not only compatible
with Islam, but is also a realization of Islamic teachings in the life of
the nation.3s On the other hand, according to Rahmat, the Islamic
political system cannot compare with the democratic sysrem in fol-
lowing two meanings. Firstly, democracy is a secular political sys-
tem, whose sovereignty is vested in the people, whereas in klam sov-
ereignty is vested in God. The majoriry vore cannor and will not
change the Shari'ah. Secondly, in practice, the people's vote can be
manipulated either through rough trearmenr or genrle persuasion.
Islam is a unique system, which promores principles of shttrA(mutual
consultation or deliberation) and human rights. To implemenr these
principles, Islam must not use the concept of democracy. Rahmat
prefers instead to extend the meaningof. auhtd (oneness of God or
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monotheism), which implies rejecting all forms of tyranny and abuse
of human rights. Yet he is aware that most Indonesian Muslims sup-
port democracy, and of course, they understand democracy in the
first meaning.% Thus, Suny, Abdoerraoef and Rahmat support de-
mocracy, but they basically agree on the sovereignty of God replac-
ing popular sovereignty.
Unlike Suny, Abdoerraoef and Rahmat, today most Muslim in-
tellectuals in Indonesia have no problem with the idea of popular
sovereignty. According to Munawir Sjadzali, it is undeniable that
ultimate sovereignty is essentially vested in God, but the concept of
popular sovereignty was never meant to reject the sovereignty of
God. Historically, popular sovereigntywas introduced to oppose the
sovereignty of the monarch, who at that time had absolute author-
ity.3z In accordance with Sjadzali, Ahmad Syafii Maarif criticizes
Maududi's opinion on the sovereignty of God as confusing. He also
criticizes what H.A.R. Gibb said :
The Head of the ummah is Allah, and Allah alone. His rule is immedi-
ate, and His commands, as revealed to Muhammad, embody the Law and
Constitution of the umma. Since God is Himself the sole Legislator, there
can be no room in Islamic political theory for legislation or legislative power,
whether enjoyed by a temporal ruler or by any kind of assembly. There can
be io "sovereign state", in the sense that the state has the right of enacting its
own law, though it may have some freedom in determining its constitu-
tional structure. The Law precedes the State, both logically and in terms of
time; and the State exists for the sole purpose of maintaining and enforcing
the Law.
According to him, what Gibb says just implies that the gate of
ijtibid (individual judgement or interpretation of Islamic doctrine) is
closed and makes Islamic political thought confusing.38
Besides this, Maarif denies Gibb's idea as well as the idea of the
sovereignty of God, because if God were the head of state of the
ummah Qvluslim community), what would have occurred if His state
were to collapse and fall to a foreign power? Who would be respon-
sible? Moreover, if a certain nation does not believe in God, does it
mean that He needs to establish something like an exile government?
These strange ideas, according to Maarif, imerge because of a totally
false understanding of the Qur'Anic verses which explain that Allah
has power and sovereignty over all things. This is absolutely right,
because nature and its inhabitants are created by Him and completed
by the natural laws. Nature obeys fully God's orders, whereas only
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men are given the freedom to choose either obedience or disobedi-
ence with their respective risks. Therefore, according to him, one
should not confuse the absolute sovereignty of God and the political
sovereignty of a certain state, because the consequences would be too
great. At first glance the idea of the sovereignty of God elevates God
to a very high position, but essentially it lowers His position to an
inappropriate level purely because of a confusion in the understand-
ing of the Qur'lnic verses.se
There are some arguments for accepting the concept of democ-
racy through references to the Qur'Xn as well as the practices of the
Prophet and the Righteous Caliphs. Amien Rais, for instance, inter-
prers sbttri (mutual deliberation) in the Qur'ln 3:159 and 41:38 men-
tioned above, as a principle which rejects elitism. Elitism is a view
which upholds that only the leaders (elite) know how to organize
and manage the state, while the people are just a passive mass who
follow the elite's will. According to Rais, it may be true to say that
the shitri can be called democracy, but he would deliberately avoid
this term in the context of the Islamic political system, because today
the term democracy is a misunderstood concept, in the sense that
some countries, which are more or less anti-democratic, can call their
system democratic.€ This certainly does not mean that Rais denies
democracy itself, but simply notes that the term democracy is today
misunderstood, in accordance with the political interests of certain
regimes. In an interview he accepts democracy on the basis of three
reasons : (1) the revealed injunction (the Qur'An) exhorts Muslims to
conduct shfirt (deliberation or consensus) to solve their problems, (2)
historically the Prophet implemented this shfirA with the Muslims to
solve their problems, and (3) the rationality, which Muslims are or-
dered to use in solving their dilemmas and problems, shows that the
democratic system is the highest form of a political system in human
history. Thus, Rais does not see an antithesis between Islam and de-
mocracy.al Conversely, he argues that democracy is the most com-
patible with the spirit and substance of the Qur'in and the Sunnah.
He therefore denies that democracy is appropriate only for the lVest-
ern countries.a2
The concept of. shttri, according to Rais, can act as a strong bul-
wark against state violation, authoritarianism, despotism, dictator-
ship and other systems that ignore people's political rights. People's
political participation is fully respected in the management of the
state, because they are the real "owners" of the state; it is as if they
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had accepted a mandate from God, whereas the leaders were just the
people's servants. This principle also introduces the condition rhar
the state authorities must be freely elected by the people, based on
the principle that sovereignty is vested in the people. This means,
according to Rais, that the monarchic sysrem is incompatible with
Islam. A monarchic system, where the king is just a symbol but the
real authority is vested in the people as in the United Kingdom, is
clearly more compatible with Islam than is the monarchic system of
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for example. In other words, rhe United
Kingdom is more Islamic (in this sense) than the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, because in the first the sovereignty is vested in the people
and the real authority is elected by the people every four years,
whereas in the latter the king and the princes are rhe hereditary state
owners and are not accountable to the people.a3
Meanwhile, Nurcholish Madjid is aware of the opinion that Is-
lamic values and democratic values are antirhetical, but he neverthe-
less sees a compatibility of Islam and democracy. He bases his accep-
tance of democracy not only on the two last verses but also on the
Qur'An I:6 : "ihdini al-sirht al-musaqtm" (Show us ro rhe straight
way). According to him, Islam views Man as having a fundamentally
positive and optimistic nature (fiwoh), while at the same time having
potential shortcomings. The Qur'An and the Sunnah guide Man, but
this is in 
"a general form, nor in detailed marrers; and these give no
explanation of how to implement this guide. For detailed and practi-
cal matters, Man is required to conduct ijtihdd.In the social mecha-
nism, the ijtihid produces democracy which certainly implies discus-
sions and arguments. Because of Man's limitations, the ijtihhd must
be conducted collectively and democratically, especially in matters
pertaining to public affairs, and through asking God to guide the
participants to the "straight way".44 Madjid also bases his opinion on
the practices of the Righteous Caliphs. Quoting Robert Bellah, he
says that during the period of the Righteous Caliphs, Islam displayed
a form of modern political life, in the sense that there was a universal
political participation of the people, and the sysrem of leadership-
recruitment was based on personal talent and capability, not on privi-
leges gained through family connections. It was considered to be too
modern for that time, which explains its failure and replacement by
the monarchy of the Umayyaddynasty.45 As an egalitarian and par-
ticipatory society, Madjid argues that the classical period of Islam
really resembled the image of a fair, open and democratic sociery, as
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described in modern conceprs of society and politics.€
Historically the shtri was pracrised by the Prophet during the
Uhud war, when the majority of Muslims ar rhar time asked him to
face the enemy outside the city. This shows, according to Syafii Maarif,
that the origin of the democratic method in Islamic history emerged
in the Uhud war. In the period of the Righteous Caliphs the first
shfiriwas held at Bani Sa'ida's house iust a moment afrer the death of
the Prophet. The Shhrh led to the electing of Ab0 Bakr as the first
caliph. In accordance with Fazlw Rahman, Maarif says that Abu Bakr
in his inauguration as the caliph declared categorically that he ac-
cepted the mandate from the people who demanded him to imple-
ment the Qur'An and the Sunnah. As long as he implemented rhem,
he should be supported. But if he made any fatal misrake, he should
be discharged from the caliphate. This means, according to Maarif,
that an Islamic state requires the agreemenr of the Muslim commu-
nity, and therefore, it could indeed be classed as democratic. The
model of democracy can be variable according to the circumstances
under which the Muslim community lives, and for this reason, the
ijtihid has a significant role in the communiry.az
Unlike those who do not specify an essenrial form of Islamic po-
litical system, M. Tahir Lzhary characterizes this Islamic political
system as a "nomocracy", that is, where sovereignty is based on the
laws derived from Allah. The Islamic nomoiracy consists of nine
principles : (1) authority as aminah (trust), Q) shhri (mutual consul-
tation), (3) justice, (a) equality, (5) human rights, (6) free courts, (Z)
peace, (8) welfare, and (9) loyalty of the people to the authoriry.
Quoting Majid Khadduri, Azhary denies that the Islamic political
system is a theocracy, because theocracy, as defined in the Oxford
Dictionary, is 'a form of government in which God (or deity) is
recognized as the king or immediate rulero, a political system only
prevailing in medieval Europe.{ Yet he agrees with the compatibil-
ity of Islam and democracy, expanding the concepr of shttrL, but pre-
fers to speak of the "divine democracy of Islam", because popular
sovereignty is justified as long as it is nor in contradiction with the
principles of the Qur'An and the Sunnah.€
The limitation of popular sovereignty by the Qur'Xn and the
Sunnah is also referred to by Rais who views popular sovereignty as
not absolute, because Islam is a moral paradigm for the democratic
system implemented in a Muslim society. Democracy must rherefore
be conducted within the framework of this moral paradigm. In this
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case, he gives two examples of democratic practice in the United States.
In the early part of this century alcoholic drink was forbidden in
several states, but the people then demanded the revoking of this
prohibition. This demand was finally accepted and the law changed,
even though excesses of alcohol continued. A second example is that
of homosexuality which was previously considered to be abnormal
behavior; today however the US government accepts homosexuality
as a normal social phenomenon. These cases do not occur in Islam,
because there are moral and legal principles which cannot be changed
through reference to democracy. Thus, the excesses of democracy
can be controlled by Islamic ethics and morality.n
Realizing that democracy is more a method of organizing the state,
Dawam Rahardjo, who also sees the compatibility of Islamic values
with democratic values, argues that democracy is not able to solve all
human problems, because the popular will is not always the best
means of achieving such, considering that most people do not have
exact knowledge about everything of import (in the Qur'in's words:
ua lhkinn akthar al-nAs lA.ya'lamttn). There exist other more funda-
mental and essential values that Islam has introduced since the begin-
ning of its history, in particular those of justice, equality and mutual
consultation. Democracy is actually very historically limited, in the
sense that it is not a fundamental value, but emerged at a certain time
and under certain social conditions. As such, if the development of a
Muslim society attains such conditions; it will lead to a democratic
system.51
Some Muslim intellectuals would not give democracy an exact
definition, because it is actually very difficult to define it appropri-
ately. According to Rais, the democratic system cannot be defined
by the existence of formal state institutions, such as a popular repre-
sentative body, political parties, general elections and the citizen's
franchise. It must rather be defined by reference to the idea of "sub-
stantial democracy". There are some political systems that are only
apparently democratic, but which are essentially authoritarian and
even anti-democratic.52 Therefore, according to Rais, it is more ap-
propriate to determine the criteria for democracy rather than to at-
tempt to define it. He mentions at least ten criteria for democracy to
be achieved : (1) popular participation in decision-making, (2) equal-
ity before the law, (3) just distribution of income, (4) equal opportu-
nities in education, (5) freedom ofspeech, freedom ofthe press, free-
dom of association and freedom of religion, (6) availability and open-
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ness of information, (7) respect of the political ethic, (8) individual
freedom, (9) co-operation, and (10) the right to proresr.53In another
article Rais mentions some other criteria for demo cracy to become
effective : (1) continuity of the mechanism of checks and balances
among the rulers as well as berween them and the people, (2) the
guaranteeing of at least four freedoms : freedom of expression, free-
dom of the press, freedom of religion and freedom from want, (3)
implementation of the people's conrrol of their leaders, (4) the shar-
ing of power among social groups, and (S) free election of people's
representatives to Parliament.Y
There are also differences of opinion among Muslim intellectuals
concerning the democratic method. According to Azhary, the shfiri
can produce consensus Qj*o), and the method of decision-making
can be based on the majority vore, as pracrised by the Prophet, when
he and the Muslims ar that time faced the problem of the Quraysh
surrounding the Medina city. There were rwo alternatives for Mus-
lims to face up to the enemy, either offensive or defensive acrions.
Personally, the Prophet chose the defensive position, but the major-
ity chose the offensive artack against the Quraysh. The result was
that the majority decision was adopted. Nevertheless, Azhary argues
that the concepr of. shilrd is not the same as that of liberal democrac],
with its concept of the majority vote or "half plus one", because in
the shfirA the main aim is the spirit of brotherhood and cooperarion
based on belief in Allah and rhe public interest. and not in rhe name
of victory for a certain group.55 Today the mechanism of decision-
making without recourse to cerrain methods (such as voring) is very
difficult to operate, especially if there are differences of opinion all of
which are in accordance with hlam and the rule of law. Therefore, it
is reasonable when Munawir Sjadzali criticizes Maududi's opinion
on the possibility of the head of state rejecting rhe majority vote of
the Majlis ShArh (Consultative Council) and accepting the minority
vote or even ignoring its decisions all rogerher.s
In the democratic sysrem, political decisions and other actions of
the authority or government must be accountable to the people.
According to Azhary, authority is esentially a form of trust (arninah)
accorded by and bestowed upon people in order to be well imple-
mented, as stated in the Qur'ln 4:58 : "Allah doth command you ro
render back your Trusts to those to whom they are due; and when
ye judge between man and man, rhat ye judge with justice". Hence
the authority, which in the large sense implies the executive, legisla-
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tive and judicial bodies, and so on, must be executed fairly and must
not be abused. This authority, of course, must be accountable not
only to the people, but also to God in the next to Last Day, as stated
by the Prophet : "surely all ofyou are leaders, and you are account-
able to your leadership". This Hadith @rophet tradition) implies both
kinds of leadership, formal and informal leaders. The formal leaders
are those who hold leading positions in governmental organizations,
while the informal leaders are heads of families or those who hold
leading positions in society.5z Madjid also cites this Hadith as the
basis of his argument on the accountability of authority. In the con-
text of the state, this takes the form of a government's effort to real-
ize public welfare.58
In this theological perspective, Muslim intellectuals in Indonesia
generally respond to the concept of democracy on purely normative
and ethical levels. They do not respond to such concepts on an op-
erational level, for example as regards democratic political institu-
tions or mechanisms of the democratic system. This is because they
seem to consider democratic institutions as political practice that can
be changed in accordance with social change. They also seem to con-
sider that the political institutions prevailing during the period of the
Prophet and of the Righteous Caliphs do not prevail universally.se
Yet in the context of the political process and political development
in Indonesia, their responses are more operational than that of the
theological perspective.
Among the Muslim intellectuals who express their ideas on politi-
cal institutions at an operational level is Abdoerraoef. He recognized
that there is no definite injunction cbncerning the form of the state,
so Muslims are relatively free to decide the form of the state accord-
ing to their culture and condition. It can be a kingdom, a republic or
even a Fi.ihrerstaat.@ Obviously, Abdoerraoef is an advocate of the
democratic system, so that, like Rais, he does not agree with the pure
monarchic system such the one in Saudi Arabia. FIe even compares
Islamic political ideas with the theory of the separation of powers
(executive, legislative and judicial bodies) introduced by Montesquieu.
According to him, the Qur'An 4258-59 explain that there are three
functions within a state, i.e., the function of deliberation to legalize
laws, the function of implementation or execution of the laws, and
the function of judgement for use with the laws.6l The word 'ult al-
amr minkum' (authority among you), mentioned in the Qur'Xn 4:59,
means consultative council that has authority to decide upon public
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affairs, while "among you" indicares rhar the authority (consultative
council) must consist of persons elected by the people themselves. In
the context of the srare, the consuhative council is a legislative body.
It could be a parliament, constituent assembly, or another organ whose
decisions are binding upon rhe people. However, its authority to
make legislation is limited in rhat it musr nor be conrrary to rhe
Qur'An.d The council's decision is a form of trust (amhnah) given by
the people, which musr be respected by the execurive body, while
the judicial body musr judge the people's affairs fairly. yet
Abdoerraoef argues that the Qur'An does nor specify whether these
three functions be separated or be integrared, so Muslims may choose
according to which solution is more appropriate to their parricular
condition, and where and when they live. He claims that the theory
of the separation of powers does not guaranree people's freedom, but
that the functioning of the three bodies can guarantee such freedom.d
Responding to Abdoerraoefs justificarion for comparing Islamic
political ideas with the theory of separation of power, Azhary says
that Muslims may adopt political institutions which have originated
from non-Muslims and which have empirically shown theii effec-
tiveness, such as the theory of checks .ni b.lr.r..s as well as that of
the distribution of power. Thisview is based on rhe theory of.maslahah(utility) introduced by Malik ibn Anas.# In this contexr, Madiid pre-
fers to adjust Islamic political theory introduced by the classicai ulima
to modern forms. He recognizes thar in the historical perspective,
the ult al-amr (authority) was manifested in the f.orm of. ahl al-hall ua
al-'aqd (the group of ulama who are comperenr to judge public mat-
ters) which was implicitly approved by the people. In the modern
context, this can be achieved through a Parliament or a People's As-
sembly whose members are elected by the people through general
elections.5s Like Madjid, Rahardjo suppons institutionalization of
general elections to elect the ahl hall ua al-'a4d or majlis shttri (con-
sultative council) or whatever its name be, such as a People's Consul-
tative Assembly. This institution can be likened to a body of the
people's representatives, which carries out the people's mandate and
functions as rhe holder of the highest power of state.6
. 
Finally, it can be concluded that Muslim inrellectuals in Indone-
sia appear to accepr rhe democratic elements in the above definitions
introduced by Hook, Schumpeter and Schmitter and Karl, i.e. ma-jority rule, the people's vote (political participation), free elections
and accountability. The main problem in comparing democracy in
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the Islamic view with liberal democracy is, that the popular will un-
der liberal democracy, which is secular in nature, can be fully imple-
mented, whereas the popular will under Islam can be implemented
only as long as it is not contrary to God's orders. Dealing with this
reality, Nurcholish Madjid argues that it is true that there are certain
orders of Allah in the Qur'in and in the Sunnah which must be
obeyed and which cannot be changed by the popular will, but such
also occurs, for example, in American democracy.In the United States
there is the Declaration of Independence which must be the ultimate
source and basis of the law and which cannot be changed by the
popular will of a given epoch.r
This shows that Muslim intellectuals in Indonesia accept and even
advocate democracy in the view of political realism, because they
accept it in a purely practical sense understood in the contemporary
usage, as mentioned by the above definitions. In the philosophical
sense, however, they still recognize the supremacy of. God's injunc-
c,on tShart'ah) as the basic standard, which can be regarded as the
ultimate source of sovereignty. Unlike them, Vahid, as far as I know,
is the oniy Muslim intellectual who accepts and advocates democ-
racy as well as fully recognizing popular sovereignty in the context
of the life of a nation. According to him, the popular will must be
controlled by the state constitution, while hlam (Shari'ah) must func-
tion as a complimentary factor toward other components in the life
of a nation. The implementation of the Islamic injunction is an indi-
vidual aff.air, which can optimally function as a social ethic and as a
moral force.d Unfortunately, \(ahid does not base his opinion upon
arguments with references to Islamic doctrine.
Responses to the Concept of Human Rights
Vhereas the term of democracy is still debated among Muslim
intellectuals and activists, especially outside Indonesia, all of them
agree on the concept of human rights, and there exists of course a
certain concept of Islamic human rights. This is reasonable enough,
because the notion of democracy derives not from the Islamic lan-
guage, but from'Western languages; whereas the essence of human
rights has been recognized by Islam since the beginning. There does
however exist in Arabic the word"haqq" translated precisely as "right",
and human rights are called "huqhq al-insin".It is true that this term
and its formulation have been popular in Muslim societies only since
the beginning of this qentury. This is because religious teachings gen-
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erally emphasize obligations rarher than righrc. Rights will be achieved
if the individual fulfils his obligations. Yet the classical ulama have
formulated the terms "al-umhr al-dardrilryah (human necessities) and
"al-umttr al-hAji1ryah" (human importances), which musr be carered
for and protected in human life. These rerms are similar to the con-
cept of human rights rcday. Therefore what Alasdair Maclntyre says
is not acceprable ro rhe norion of a right nor being found in every
society supported by the fact that rhere are no expressions in any
ancient or medieval language correctly translatable io the expression
"a right" until almost the close of the Middle Ages.6n
The formulation of Islamic human rights waJdefined in the cairo
Declaration of Human Rights in Islam, issued on August 5, 1990 in
cairo. The declararion was only agreed upon by the bIc members
after long discussions which wenr on for 13 years. It consists of 25
articles, encompassing individual, social, economic and political rights.
All rights and freedoms stipulated in this declararionare subjeit ro
the klamic shari'ah (article 24), which is precisely mentioned as the
only source of reference for the explanation or clarification of any of
the articles of the declaration (anicles 25). The civil and political rights
consist of, for insrance, the right to equality in rerms of basic human
dignity and basic obiigations and responsibiliries (articie 1), the right
to equality before the law (article 19), the right to life which is a God-
giv-en gift (article 2), and the right ro express one's opinion freely in
as far as it is not conrrary to the principles of the shait'ah (aricle'22).
The social and economic rights consist of, for insrance, the right to
education (article 9), the right to work (article 13), the right ro own
p.roperty (arricle 15), the righr to ceruain adequate basic living condi-
tions (article 17), the right to live in security for oneself, one's reli-
gion, one's dependents, one's honor and one's property (article 1g),
and so on. In the social and economic spheres, this declaration en-
compasses the fundamental rights, bui in rhe political sphere it
does not mention any other political rights that are actually funda-
mental, such as the right of association. This is probably because
many' if not most, Muslim States that signed this declaration do not
yet fully guaranree the polirical rights of citizens.
All Muslim intellectuals in Indonesia supporr these human rights,
although their opinion on rhem vary. Abdurrahman 
'Wahid, for in-
stance, says that human being has a high position in the cosmology,
so that s/he must be treated proportionally in such a "glorious" posi-
tion. Before an individual was born (as an unborn child) and afier s/
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he has passed away, s/he has had or still has the rights clearly formu-
lated and protected by the law. Because the individual has rights and
the capability to use them/her, Allah makes him/her as His vicegerent
khalffah) on earth, as stated explicitly in the Qur'Xn.T0According to
Wahid, Man's inclination to misuse his/her rights does not reduce
his/her elevated position, so it is understandable that Islamic theol-
ogy does not recognize original sin. There is certainly an imbalance
between the rights a Muslim has and his obligations toward Allah,
but the rights irrefutably show his/her freedom of will and of choice.
This freedom then shows the strong basis for the maintenance and
development of human rights in Islam.zl
In accordance with the high position of man as Allah's vicegerent
on earth, Maarif and Lzhary, quoting Hasbi Ash-Shiddiegl, an Indo-
nesian intellectual who died in the mid-1970s, state that Allah be-
stowed on Man certain glories, as stated by the Qur'Xn L7:70 :"Y/e
have honored the sons of Adam; provided them with transport on
land and sea; given them for sustenance things good and pure; and
conferred on them special favors, above a great part of Our Creation".
There exist three karamahs (glories as a human nature) bestowed by
God on Man regardless of ethnic, religious and political background
: (7) karilmah fardiyyah (individual human nature), which means that
Islam protects both the spiritual and material aspects of individual
life, (2) karAmah ijtimh'iyyah (collective human nature), which means
that Islam guarantees full equality among individuals, and (3) karkmah
siyisiyyah (poiitical human nature), which means that Islam gives the
political rights to individuals to elect or to be elected to political po-
sitions, because of their status of God's vicegerents (khaltfah)!'1
Muslim intellectuals in Indonesia have no shared opinion about
the particular points on human rights. Yet they mention six essential
points of human rights : (1) the right to life, (2) the right to freedom
of religion, (3) the right to freedom of thought and of speech, (+) the
right to property, (5) the right to work, and (6) the right to choose
one's place of residence./3 Quoting Ishaque, \ilahid mentions 14 points
concerning human rights stated in the Qur'An, which on the whole
support the aims of developing and forming a morally perfect being.
These human rights are : (1) the right to life, (2) the right to justice,
(3) the right to receive equal treatment, (+) the duty to uphold the
truth and the right to refuse an illegal proposition,'(S) the right to
take part in social and state life, (6) the right to freedom, (7) the right
to freedom from pursuit and prosecution, (a) the right to speech, (9)
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the right to protection againsr prosecurion based on religion, (10) the
right to privacy, (11) economic rights, including the right to work
and the right to proper paymenr, (12) the right ro prorecrion of honor
and reputation, (t:) the right ro own properry, (1+) the right to proper
repayment and fair compensation. The last is especially directed
against governmental institutions thar make decisions withour con-
sideration of the possible detrimental effects of a certain decision on
the individual. Besides these rights, Vahid srares the possibility of
deriving from the above rights further human rights, such as the right
to get protection against torture committed by the state apparatus.z+
Then in another article he mentions certain rights not stated above,
namely those pertaining to legal protection, the fulfillment of basic
needs, educarional enhancement, equal opportunities and freedom
of association./5
Meanwhile, A.M.Saefuddin classifies human rights into civil rights
and political rights. The civil rights consisr of (1) equality before the
law, (2) equality before rhe courrs, (3) individual freedom, (4) free-
dom of religion, (S) the right to residence (5) the right to work, (6)
freedom of thought and speech, (Z) the right to education, and (8) the
right to security from the state. The political rights consist of (1) the
right to vote, (2) the right to take part in murual deliberation, (3) the
right to call the governmenr ro accounr, (+) the right to discharge, (5)
the right to be elected, and (6) the right ro occupy a position in a state
organization.z5
Vhereas V'ahid, Saefuddin and Azhary formulate human rights
in Islam referring to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
Harun Nasution formulates them referring ro rhe slogan of the French
revolution (liberty, equality and brotherhood). According to him,
the basic philosophy of human rights exists in the doctrine of tauhtd
(monotheism) religion. The auhtd, to which Islam holds firmly,
means that Allah is the only creator of narure. This implies the ideas
of equality and brotherhood among men, and even implies brorher-
hood among other creatures too. Islam not only teaches humanity
but also kindness to and protection of animals and the environmenr.
From these basic principles of equality, brorherhood and freedom,
human freedom is developed, such as freedom from slavery, freedom
of religion, freedom of speech, freedom from wanr, freedom from
fear, and so on. Human rights are derived from this freedom, such as
the right to life, the right ro properry, the right to education, the
right of speech, the right ro work, and so on.z
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Unlike other Muslim intellectuals who view the term of human
rights as a response to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights or
the French revolution, Ali Yafie supports human rights with argu-
m sr G abou t the con cep t o rmas lahah (pub lic interest), introduced by
the classical jurists (fuqahA).nIn the legal theory @shl al-fiqh) there is
a maxim "the general aim of iegislation in the Islamic Shart'ah is to
realize public interests through protecting and guaranteeing their
necessities (al-daritrfiryAr) as well as fulfilling their importances Q,l-
bhjqryA) and their embellishm enrs (tahstnilryir) ".2e According to Yafie,
the human necessities (al-daritriyykr) consist of life (al-naf), reason
(al-'aql), descent (al-nasab), property (al-mhl) and religion (al-din).Is-
lam protects these primary human needs and prohibits any violation
of them. Yafie then states that the protection of life, for insrance,
implies the rights to life and to not be tortured; the protection of
reason implies the rights to education, the right to freedom of thought
and to free expression; the protection of descent implies the right to
marriage; the protection of property implies the rights of property
and to work; and the protection of religion implies the right to free-
dom of religion. Besides this, in some cases secondary human impor-
tance can be accepted to mean human necessity (al-hijah anzilmanzila
al-daritrah). According to him, the rights stipulated in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights are actually included in both the
dar ttri1ry dt an d h Aj lry At.n
In this discourse I will describe in detail Muslim intellectuals' re-
sponses to several rights, considered to be fundamental. The Qur'An
77:70 mentioned above, according to Azhary, contains the principle
of the recognition and protection of human rights as the basic rights
bestowed by Allah. This principle consists of three main rights, that
is, equality among men, human dignity, and human liberty. Humans
differ physicaily and spiritually from other creatures, and one of their
characteristics is their capacity for thinking.tt He srares thar one of
the aspects of human dignity which must be recognized and pro-
tected is the right to life, based on the Qur'ln 17:33 : "Nor take life 
-
which Aliah has made sacred 
-except for just cause", and the Qur'in
5:32 : "...that any one slew a person 
-unless it be for murder or for
spreading mischief in the land- it wouid be as if he slew the whoie
people". These two verses, according to Azhary, indicate that one is
forbidden to kill another individual, except for a reason justified by
law, that is, qisAs (retaliation). 'Whoever kills without reason of. qisAs
must be sentenced to death, except if the victim's family forgives him.82
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Regarding these two verses, Maarif, quoting Ash-Shiddieqy again,
says that the right to life implies the right to life as a free human
being and the right to obtain protection for one's household. The
first, which is also supported by Nasution, is based on the 'Umar ibn
Khattab statement to 'Amr ibn 'As, the Egyptian governor who
treated one of his people roughly. "Vhy did you treat the people as
slaves, whereas they were born by their mothers as free (people)".
The latter is based on the Qur'ln 24:27-28: "O y. who believe ! Enter
not houses other your own, until ye have asked permission and sa-
luted those in them; that is best for you, in order that ye may heed
(what is seemly). If you find no one in the house, enter not until
permission is given to you; if you are asked to go back, go back; that
makes for greater purity for yourselves; and Allah knows well all
that you do".s As regards this right to life as a free human being,
Sjadzali has another opinion which other intellectuals have never
explained. According to him, it is true that the Prophet appealed to
slave owners to treat their slaves more humanely or to set them free
all together, but up until the death of the Prophet, Islam did not
totally abolish slavery. In our current age, humanity condemn sla-
very in all its manifestations as a human evil. If Musiims had main-
tained the verses which recognize slavery as part of the status quo of
the Prophet's period and had not finished what the Prophet had be-
gun in setting slaves free, they would not have been able to discuss
the question of human rights, because the most fundamental right is
the right to live as a free human being. F{ence, Sjadzali suggests rein-
terpreting not only the "relative" texts (nas zannl of the Qur'An and
the Sunnah which certainly can be interpreted, but also their "abso-
lute" texts (nas qat\ which are not interpretable, such as some verses
recognizing slavery.e
In general Muslim intellectuals agree with Sjadzali's opinion on
slavery, and not on the reinterpretation of "absolute" texts, but Azhar
Basyir attempts to explain the position of slavery in Islam. Accord-
ing to him, the Qur'An did not explicitly forbid slavery because of
the condition of the social structure at that time, in which the society
as a whole recognized slavery. Each set of people made slaves of their
captured enemies, inciuding Muslim soldiers captured in war. As a
balance, the Qur'An also allowed them to enslave the captured en-
emies on the basis of reciprocal treatment. If the Qur'An had explic-
itly forbidden slavery, the Muslim internees would have suffered as
the infidel's slaves. Obviously, according to Basyir, both the Qur'An
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and the Hadith strongly motivated Muslims to set the slaves free. If
the Muslims had practised these teachings, slavery would have been
abolished in a short space of time. The Muslims' practices in the
Umayyad and Abbasid dynasties which traded in slaves was un-Is-
lamic. Today international opinion has accepted the abolition of sla-
very. Hence discussing slavery in a time when the Islamic aim of
abolishing slavery has been realized, is no longer relevant; not be-
cause the Qur'Xnic verse is not relevant, but because its object no
longer exists.85
As for the right to possess property, Azhary bases his opinion on
the Qur'An 4:32 : "to men is allotted what they earn, and to women
what they earn". He interprets this verse as meaning that every indi-
vidual, whether man or woman, child or adult, has the right to prop-
erty, and the state must protect this right. No one may confiscate
another's property, and the state may not do so either, except in
cases of public interest justitied by law. The state may use individual
property with the agreement of its owner and give proper compensa-
tion to him. According to Azhary, although Islam fully recognizes
individual property, property also has a social function. It must be
used for private as well as for public benefit compatible with klam,
because property is essentially a part of Allah's trust. The social func-
tion of property is realized in the form of. zakAh (tithe), sadaqah (alm$
and waqf (property donated for religious or community use). Vith
these forms of social function, the owner established a kind of social
solidarity, and the existence of property rights therefore makes a bal-
ance between individual and social interests.e
In connection with the right to property, there also exist the right
to work and freedom to choose the form of work. These are, accord-
ing to Azhary, not only rights for every individual, but also obliga-
tions upon the individual. God provides this earth and its natural
resources in order that men process and manage these in accordance
with their capabilities in science and technology, as stated in the
Qur'An 67:15 : "It is He who has made the earth manageable for you,
so traverse ye through its tracts and enjoy of the sustenance which
He furnishes, but unto Him is the Resurrection".v As regards this
right to work, Maarif, quoting Ash-Shiddieqy, states that it is not
only a right for the individual to initiate the working and processing
of the natural resources, but also a duty of government to wipe out
all forms of unemployment and to give food to the unemployed until
they have found work.s This verse also means that the individuai
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has the right to choose and to decide upon his place of residence and
his citizenship.e
The important position of human rights in Islam is described by
Rais, who argues that a state which protects human rights, maintains
justice, and implemenrc the rule of law upon all citizens without dis-
crimination, has implemented the Islamic doctrines.rc According to
him, the overlapping or intersection between the Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rights andlslamic human rights is almost total. There
is certainly a special injunction that hlam tends to treat women more
protectively, such as the necessity for a woman to be accompanied
by her muhrirn (relative) on her travels. He agrees with this protec-
tive treatment, because Islam recognizes the physicai and biological
distinction between men and women.el Yet in fact most Muslim in-
tellectuals as well as ulama in Indonesia seem not to view this law as
an obligation, but simply as a suggestion. This is probably because
social conditions are presently more secure than formerly, and
women's education level are presently higher than they were for-
merly, so generally speaking a woman now has few problems when
travelling alone. The realproblem is not about the more or less pro-
tective treatment of women, but about their position in society as a
whole.
In the discourse on human rights we cannot forget to discuss the
question of individual rights and collective rights, which is still often
debated in contemporary times, especially as regards the question
about which one must be given priority. In The Oxford English Dic-
tionary, individualism is defined as "the social theory which advo-
cates the free and independent action of the individual, as opposed to
communistic methods of. organization and state interference";e2
whereas collectivism is defined as "the socialistic theory of the collec-
tive ownership or control of all the means of production, and espe-
cially of the land, by the whole community or state, i.e. the people
collectively, for the benefit of the people as a whole".e3 Liberal de-
mocracy gives priority to individualism, whereas socialist democracy
gives priority to collectivism. Many political elites as well as intellec-
tuals in the Third World, including in Indonesia, do not accept ei-
ther the concept of individualism or of collectivism for their societ-
ies. Many of them are currently reformulating, redefining and adapt-
ing traditional cultural and philosophic doctrines to incorporate and
justify modern notions of rights within their tradition. One such
attempt is inclined to take on the form of communalism by recasting
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and transposing traditional communal value systems which articu-
late interpersonal reciprocal relations to the national level of the
modern state.e4 Instead of communalism, the Indonesian government
prefers to use the term "integraiism" to characterize its nationai sys-
tem.
According to Abdoerraoef, the Qur'Xn 49:13 states that Allah cre-
ated men in the form of males and females, and made them into na-
tions and tribes. This means that men exist both as individuals and as
members of a community, and for these two dimensions there must
be a balance between individual and collective interests. This equilib-
rium is realized by the spiritual approach of humanism. For example,
the expression of kindness to another person must spring from hu-
man spiritualism, so that one who behaves with such a character,
apparently sacrificing himself for another person, does so not be-
cause of compulsory collectivism, but because of an inner impulse
coming from his o*n soul.%In accordance with this opinion, Nasution
states that Islam prohibits giving priority to an individual's inreresrs,
as against another's or the public interest. An individual certainly
has no priority over the public, but the public interest may not im-
pede individual interests. Both of them must be maintained equally.%
According to Nasution, human rights and freedom which give prior-
ity to individualism are incompatible with the concept of human
rights and freedom in Islam based on rhe tauhtd.eT
To achieve those basic rights Wahid argues that an individual must
be aware of society's incapability of providing and fulfilling all of its
members' needs. Every individual, therefore, must obey the prin-
ciple of the maintenance of equilibrium between his own need and
the social need. This obedience does not mean that collective rights
cancel out individual rights. It actually means thar society is obli-
gated to protect those rights, because the submission of part of the
individual need to society demands clearer protection from society
towards its members as individuals. The equilibrium between them
can only be reached through a simultaneous development process of
the individual's creativity so as to fulfil his own needs and social re-
quirements.e8In Madjid's words, Islam recognizes both individual and
social (collective) rights. The individual right produces common re-
sponsibility for the members' welfare, while the social right of the
individual produces a duty for individuals towards society. Thus, rights
and obligations are two sides of human dignity.'
\il/hereas other Muslim intellectuals agree that Islam maintains the
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equilibrium between individual and collective rights, Rais prefers to
distinguish each sector separately. According to him, in a certain sec-
tor Islam is inclined to collectivism, but in another sector it is in-
clined to individualism, and in yet another it is inclined to an inter-
mediate position. Therefore, he would not say definitely whether
Islam tends toward individualism or collectivism. In the context of
science and technology, for instance,Islam is more individualistic, in
the sense that everyone has the maximum right to develop his capa-
bilities. In the context of morality, Islam justifies state intervention
based on collective morality. For example, a man and a women who
are not a legal couple cannot freely associate, because Islamic moral-
ity prohibits this. In the context of economic life, Islam adopts an
intermediate position between individualism and collectivism, in the
sense that it encourages its adherents to attain wealth, but it simulta-
neously controls them, in that property contains a social function in
order to create economic distribution among the people, as stated by
the Qur'ln 59.7 : "...in order that it may not (merely) make a circuit
between the wealthy among you".1m
.Muslim intellectuals do not actually explain in an explicit fashion
the classification of rights, but analyzing their opinions quoted above,
it can be concluded that most, if not all, Muslim intellectuals agree
on both "negative" rights and "positive" rights. As described earlier,
the negative rights, also called the traditional human rights, mean
that the state may not interfere and may not limit the individual's
freedom, such as the right to life, freedom of religion, freedom of
thought and speech, the right to proPerty, freedom of association,
and so on. The positive rights, alser called social and economic rights,
are the citizen's rights to attain a proper standard of living in the
economic and social spheres, such as the right to a proPer income
and education. These are called positive rights, because the govern-
ment is also obligated to improve these rights for its citizens.
Conclusion
The above discourse of Muslim intellectuals in Indonesia on de-
mocracy indicates that they support it not merely because it is an
appropriate way to articulate Islamic aspirations and interests, but
also because its values are in accordance with Islamic values in soci-
ety. However, they accept and even advocate democracy in the purely
practical sense understood in its contemporary usage' In the philo-
sophical sense, most of them still recognize the supremacy of. God's
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injunctions (Shart'ah) as the basic standard, which can be regarded as
the ultimate source of sovereignty.
In line with their support of democracy, they support the exist-
ence of human rights, which were historically the root of the emer-
gence of democracy. Their concept of human rights is almost fully in
accordance with the conceDts of the Universal Declaration of Hu-
man Rights, but not in accordance with liberal concepts. The differ-
ences between their concept and liberal concepts in particular con-
cern the concept of freedom and equality. Another.rp..t which must
be explored is how Muslim intellectuals put this theologicai perspec-
tive into practice, and how far this theological perspective has influ-
enced Muslims' behavior in Indonesia.
Their support of democracy also indicates that although Islamic
thought and movements in the Islamic world exert a certain influ-
ence upon Islamic thought and movement in Indonesia, there are
also some differences between them in substance and form. If in the
rest of the Islamic world many Muslim intellectuals and ulama reiect
democracy, in Indonesia, no members of these groups, as far as I am
able to ascertain, do so. Obviously, their support of certain concepts
of democracy and human rights is not intended to justify a political
system promoted by the government, but to bring the concepts of
democracy and human rights closer to Islamic values.
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